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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

In order to understand how market economies may suffer from

protracted spells of involuntary unemployment, it is important to

explain why underbidding is not a preponderant feature of labour

markets. In this context, we take "underbidding" to mean an

agreement between a worker and a firm that a particular job be

performed at less than the prevailing wage. Whether the low wage

offer is made by the worker, the firm, or both, is immaterial in

this regard. If underbidding would occur whenever unemployed

workers were willing to work for less than the prevailing wages,
then involuntary unemployment would either disappear or be

accompanied by the empirically unobserved phenomenon of

persistent wage deflation.-

This paper examines how cooperation or harassment by incumbent

workers with market power ("insiders") may give rise to

involuntary unemployment. Our central idea is that, in order to

preserve their jobs and maintain their wages, insiders may have

an incentive to cooperate more with each other than with

outsiders and to threaten to harass outsiders who are prepared to

find jobs through underbidding. In so doing, the insiders

generate a labour turnover cost for their firms: this cost
generates economic rent which the insiders may be able to exploit

in the process of wage determination. Insiders may therefore

succeed in raising their wages above the level at which outsiders

would be willing to work, but firms nevertheless lack the

incentive to replace ~nsiders by outsiders or to add outsiders to

their workforces.

Our analysis suggests two reasons why involuntarily unemployed

workers may be unwilling or unable to gain jobs by underbidding

their employed counterparts:

(1) Firms may refuse to replace incumbent employees with workers

who wish to underbid because they have reason to expect that, if

they do so, the remaining incumbents would refuse to cooperate

with the underbidders in the process of production.
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(2) Unemployed workers may not agree to underbid because they

have reason to expect that, if they thereby succeeded in

replacing some incumbents, their social relationships with the

remaining incumbents would be unpleasant (i.e. they would be

"harassed" by the incumbents).

Harrassment has received little attention in the standard

literature of the theory of labour markets, although the economic

theory of teams recognizes employees' productivities to be

interdependent. The distinctive feature of our analysis,

however, is that cooperation and harassment activities do not

occur automatically; rather, they lie within the discretion of

the employees, especially the incumbents. In particular, we

assume that insiders often have considerable latitude in choosing

whether or not to cooperate with newly-hired employees in the

process of production or whether or not to establish pleasant

social relations with them. Thus, insiders are able to affect

both new employees' productivities, via cooperation, in

production and their disutility of work, via unfriendly attitudes

(harassment). Firms generally find it impossible to monitor such

cooperation and harassment activity perfectly and the wage

contracts cannot be made contingent on them. We also assume

that, in making their cooperation and harassment decisions, the

insiders primarily take account of their own interests. Such

cooperation and harassment give the insiders a stronger

bargaining position than the outsiders, who have no say in the

process of wage negotiation.

If such harassment is present in the workplace, persistent

involuntary unemployment may exist in the following sense. The

inherent difference in ability between an insider and an outsider

stems exclusively from their different individual abilities to

provide cooperation to their colleagues. The corresponding

difference in their marginal products may be evaluated as the

amount by which their marginal products would differ under

identical external conditions of employment, i.e. identical
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cooperation for their colleagues. We show that the wage

negotiation process may yield an insider wage that exceeds the
reservation wage by more than the above marginal product

differential, so that the outsiders are involuntarily unemployed.
Nevertheless, firms may have no incentive to replace the

insiders, since insiders and outsiders do not face identical
external conditions of employment: the insiders receive

cooperation whereas the outsiders (through no fault of their own)
do not. Thus the firms do not find it worthwhile to hire

outsiders and consequently the unemployment persists.

By the same token, laid-off workers may be

jobs by offering to work for lower wages.

that there is a business downturn and that

laying off a number of employees. It can

is in the best interests of the remaining

cooperation from the laid-off workers and

underbidding.

Harassment activities can achieve a similar purpose. We observe

that employees are free to decide how friendly or unfriendly they

should be to their fellow workers. This allows insiders to affect
the disutility attached to work by outsiders or laid-off workers.

Firms usually cannot obtain complete, verifiable, objective
information about such harassment. Insiders can keep unemployed

and laid-off workers from underbidding by creating the credible

expectation that underbidders will be harassed. As a result,

outsiders have i higher reservation than that of insiders.

If the outsider were able to avoid harassment, they would be

willing and able to do the insiders' work for less than the
insiders' wage. Yet they do not have this option. Their choice

set, even allowing for their abilities, is less favourable than

that of the insiders, and thus they may be considered

involuntarily unemployed. Given that the -outsiders find
themselves with lower productivity and higher disutility of work
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than the insiders, there may exist no wage which both induces

firms to hire outsiders and induces outsiders to work.

The empirical implications of our analysis do not square with

those of the natural rate hypothesis, since within our framework

employment is not uniquely determined by preferences, endowments,

and production technologies. Rather, our analysis suggests that

the size of the incumbent workforce may be an important

determinant of the level of employment, since insiders may have

market power over wages whereas outsiders do not. If the

incumbent workforce is "large", then insiders receive their

reservation wage and the firm employs the maximum sustainable

incumbent labour force. No outsiders are hired because none are

willing to work at the insiders' reservation wage: harassment

makes working for the firm unpleasant and outsiders' reservation

wages'exceed those of insiders. At "intermediate" levels the

incumbent workforce is small enough so that its marginal product

exceeds the insiders' reservation wage but large enough so that

the marginal product of new entrants falls short of the entrants'

reservation wage. The insider seeks the highest possible wage,

subject to the constraint that the firm still finds it profitable

toemplby the insider. With a "small" incumbent labour force

there are so few insiders that the marginal products of both

insiders and some entrants exceed their reservation wages.

Insiders cannot completely excl~de outsiders from jobs and

insiders' wages are constrained by the need to remain more

profitable to the firm than outsiders would be. The insider wage

is then a mark-up over the outsiders' reservation wage. The firm

retains its incumbents and hires outsiders until their marginal

product falls to the level of the reservation wage.

Our analysis also suggests that business upswings will tend to

generate fewer jobs in countries with a high level of insider

power than in countries where insiders are weak. Even though

insiders may be able to prevent outsiders from getting jobs, our

analysis does not imply that the insiders can prevent employment
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from recovering after a recession.

To see this consider how our model economy responds to an upswing

in each of the three scenarios. If the incumbent workforce is

"large" (before and after the upswing), then the ins~der wage

remains unchanged and more insiders are retained on account of

the upswing. If the incumbent workforce is "intermediate"

(before and after the upswing), the insiders raise their wage by

the full amount of the upward shift of the insider demand curve

(without thereby encouraging entry of new employees) and, as a

result, employment remains unchanged. Finally, if the incumbent

workforce is "small" (before and after the upswing), the insiders

are unable to raise their wage, for otherwise they would induce

the firm to replace them by entrants. Consequently, the insider

wage remains unchanged and the firm hires more entrants on

account of the upswing.

In short, when the incumbent workforce is "large" or "small",

insiders do not prevent employment from rising in an upswing, but

they do have this effect in the intermediate case.

The degree to which an upswing leads to higher wages versus

higher employment may depend on the size of this upswing.

Consider, for example, a labour market suffering from

unemployment and stuck in the intermediate case. If the upswing

is "small" so that the labou~ market remains in this scenario,

then employment will continue to stagnate while insider wages

rise~ Yet, if the upswing is "large", so that the labour market

moves into the "small" scenario, then insider wages rise to a

particular markup over entrants' reservation wages and employment

expands (the larger the upswing, the greater the expansion).

Here we observe that a large business stimulus reduces the level

of unemployment whereas a small stimulus is unable to do so.

In addition the movement of wages and employment in an upswing

and a downswing may not be symmetric. A downswing may be
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characterized by stable insider wages and a contraction of the

incumbent workrorce through retirements and lay-offs, while an

upswing may take the form of rising insider wages and only modest

(if any) increases in employment.



In order to understand how free-market economies may suffer from

protracted spells of involuntary unemployment, it is important to explain why

underbidding is not a preponderant feature of labor markets. In this context, we

take "underbidding" to mean an agreement between a worker and a firm that a

particular job be performed at less than the prevailing wage. (Whether the

low wage offer is made by the worker, the firm, or both, is immaterial in this

regard). If underbidding would occur whenever unemployed workers were

willing to work for less than the prevailing wages (normalized for any

productivity differences), then involuntary unemployment would either

disappear or be accompanied by the empirically unobserved phenomenon of

persistent wage deflation.

In the absence of government intervention, underbidding failures can

be rationalized by showing

(a) why firms have no incentive to agree on low wage bids in the

presence of involuntary unemployment, or

(b) why workers lack this incentive.

The recent theoretical literature on unemployment has pursued both of these

routes. The efficiency wage theories (e.g. Akerlof (1982), Bulow and Summers

(1986), Malcomson (1981), Shapiro and StiglitzJ1~84), and Weiss (1980» have

focused on route (a), and much'of the labour union literature which has

bearing on unemployment and layoffs (e.g. McDonald and Solow (1981), Oswald

(1982» takes route (b).

This paper attempts to provide a rationale for what many people regard

as well-established social norm, namely, that workers should not "steal" jobs

from th~ir felloW workers by agreeing tQ work for lower wages, and that

employers should not permit such "job theft."

Our analysi8 pur8uee the two routes above In the following way:

Route (i): Firms may refuse to replace incumbent employees with workers
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who wish to underbid because they realistically expect that~ if they would do

so, the remaining incumbents would withdraw cooperation from the underbidders

in the process of production.

Route (ii): Unemployed workers may not agree to underbid because they

realistically expect that, if they thereby succeeded in replacing some

incumbents, their personal relations with the remainin~ incumbents would be

unpleasant (i. e. they would be "harassed" by the incumbents).

In the standard literature on the theory of labor markets, harassment

has received little attention, while the theory of teams (e.g. Alchian and

Demsetz (1972), Harschak and Radner (1972» recognizes employees'

productivities to be interdependent. However, the crucial, distinctive

feature of our analysis is that coope~ation and harassment activities do not

occur automatically; rather, they lie within the control of the employees,

especially the incumbents.

In describing the causes and consequences of incumbents' cooperation

and harassment activities, we adopt an "insider-outsider" approach to the

labor market. The basic idea underlying this general approach is that there

are labor turnover costs that generate economic rent which incumbent workers

("insiders") manipulate and exploit in t,he ,process of wage determinat ion. In

doing so, the insiders primarily take account of their own interests. The

unemployed workers are disen'franchized in the process of wage negotiation and,

as shown below, involuntary unemployment may occur. It is worth emphasizing

that the distinction between "insiders" and "outsiders" is not merely one

between employed and unemployed workers, but rather between groups of workers

with different employment opportunities: the insiders face more favorable

opportunities than the outsiders due to the insiders' ability and willingness

to use turnover costs to drive up their wages.
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The in.ider-oul.ider approach has been outlined in teneral term. in

Llndbeck and Snover (1984a, 1985b, 1986a,c,). Shaked and Sutton (1984) provide

a bargaining rationale (one of .any conceivable ones) for In.ider .arket

power. The approach has been extended to a two-period framework by Solow

(1985) and it. implications for time-dependence of unemployment (i.e.

dependence of current unemployment on past unemployment) were developed by

Blanchard and Summers (1986), Cottfries and Horn (1986), and Lindbeck and

Snower (1986b). Cregory (1986) has given some prelimin~ry empirical ~upport

(from Australia) for the notion that wages are influenced·more by firms'

internal conditions than by external conditions in the labor market.

In this paper, the insiders are assumed to create a special,

potentially important, variety of labor turnover cost by withdrawing

cooperation from, and by harassing the entrants who attempt to underbid. As

a result, the insiders are able to raise their wages above the market-clearing

level without inducing underbidding.

At these wages, the unemployed workers ("outsiders") would prefer to

trade places with the insiders (i.e. they would prefer to be employed for

insider wages under insider conditions of work rather than to be unemployed),

but they do not have this option. They are victims of discrimination, because

whenever they gain employment ,through underbidding, they receive less

cooperation and more harassment than the insiders do. In fact, the outsiders

may be willing to work for sufficiently less than the insider wages so as to

compensate the firms for their more limited cooperation skills, but they may

nevertheless be unable to find jobs. Civen that the outsiders find the~selv~~

with lower productivity and higher disutility of work than the insiders, there

may exist no wage which both induces firms to hire outsiders and induces

outsiders to work. This is the sense in which involuntary unemployment can

arise in our analysis.

In the literature on unemployment theory, the "insider-outlider"
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approach may be regarded as an alternative (though complem~ntary rather than

mutually exclusive) to the "efficiency wage" approach. Whereas the former

explains unemployment through insiders' market power which is used to exploit

the rent from labor turnover costs in the process of wage determination, the

latter approach explains unemployment through assym~tric information and

firms' market power in wage determination (see Lindbeck and Snower (1986c) for

a comparison of the two approaches). In the insider-outsider world, the

unemployed ~orkers do not engage in underbidding because the insiders prevent

themfro~ doing so; in the efficiency-wage world, underbidding does not occur

because it is not in the firms' interests. Among the contributions to the

efficiency ~age literature, Akerlof's (1982) "gift exchange model" is closest

in spirit to our approach here, in that his analysis describes ho~ employers'

warr offer~ may be used to promote their workers' cooperation and effort.

Sect ion deals with the microeconomic behaviour of workers and firms

in our model. Section 2 describes the equilibrium of a single firm and its

employe~s. In Section 3, we incorporate this equilibrium in an aggregate

analysis of the labor market and examine how involuntary unemployment can occur

in this context. Section 4 deals with potential objections to our analysis.

Finally, Section 5 contains concluding remarks.

1. The Behavior of Economic Agents

A. The Underlying Setup

Though our explanation of involuntary unemployment rests

on two distinct, logically independent arguments (one of which focuses on

cooperation, the other on harassment), for brevity, the formal model in the

next two sections deals with these arguments simultaneously.

The cooperation and harassment activities, which the insiders use to

protect themselves against underbidding, may be defined as follows.

"Cooperation" refers to all those activities in which workers help one another

in the process of production and thereby raise their productivity.
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"Haral8ment" .tands for all those activities whereby worker. make each other'.

job. more disagreeable (primarily by damaging their personal relations) and

thereby raise their di.utility of work.

In practice, those workers who have spent a long time at their job.

are often more capable of cooperation and harassment than their newly-arrived

counterpart.. We capture thi. observation roughly by supposing that when

workers first enter their firms, they are unable to cooperate with or harass

other workers, but after a fixed period of time - call It the -initiation

period" - they all 8a1n Identical access to these abilities.

Within this context, we identify three homogenous groups of workers:

(i) insiders, the "experienced" employees who are able to engage in the

full range of cooperation and harassment activities,

(ii) entrants, the "inexperienced" employees who have no access to

these activities, and

(iii) outsiders, the unemployed workers.

In this section, we build a simple model which captures the role of

insiders' cooperation and harassment activities in the formulation of wage and

employment decisions within a firm. Our model is based on the following

salient structural assumptions:

Wage decisions: Each employees' wage is negotiated for one period at a

time, where (for simplicity) the length of the period is assumed equal to the

initiation period.ll

Outsiders are perfect competitors for jobs. Thus, when an outsid,er ~s

hired (and thereby turns into an entrant), his entrant wage is equal to his

reservation wage (for the duration of the initiation period).

Insiders have some market power. Each insider sets his wage

"individualistically" (taking the .trategies of all other agents as given):~1

An insider'. wage cannot be made contingent on hi. cooperation and
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harassment activities, .ince the firm is unable to monitor these activities

directly. (All that the firm can observe i. its output and the number of

insiders and entrants it employ.).~1

Employment decisions: These are made unilaterally by the firms.

Sequence of decisions: In the first Itage of the decision-making

process, the insider wage and the cooperation and harassment levels are set,

taking into account how these decisions affect employment. The entrant wage

is determined as well. In the second stage, the firms make the employment

decisions, taking the insider and entrant wages, as well as the cooperation

and harassment levels, as given.

B. The Firm

Consider a firm which has two variable factors of production:

insiders (LI ) and entrants (LE). Let a I represent the level of cooperation

among insiders (measured as the actual number of insiders divided into the

number that would be required to produce the same output in the absence of

cooperation among insiders), and let aE stand for the level of cooperation

between insiders and entrants (measured as the actual number of entrants

divided into the number that would be required to produce the same output in

the absence of cooperation from insiders). We will call a I and a E the "labor

endowments" of the insiders and entrants, respectively. The firm is assumed

to know the levels of these endowments but it cannot observe the cooperation

activities of individual workers. We write the firm's production function as

Q = f(aI.L
I

+ aE.L
E

), f'>O, f"<O, where Q is the level of output.

Let W be the insider wage and RE be the entrant wage (which is equal

to the entrants' reservation wage). All insiders are identical and receive

the .ame wage, and limilarly for entrantl. The firm can observe Wand RE'

but it cannot observe the harassment activities which are reflected in the
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level of RE.

Within the two-stage decilion-making proces' specified in Section

(with wages, cooperation, and harassment decisions made in the first stage and

employment decisions made in the lecond), the firm's problem is to maximize

its profit with respect to LI and LE' taking the insider and entrant wages,

the overall cooperation and harassment level., as veIl as the production

function f al given. To present our analysis in the .implest poslible way, we

assume that the firm has a one-period time horizon.~1

Let m be the firm's "incumbent workforce," i.e. its the stock of

insiders carried forward from the past. Since we assume that cooperation and

harassment skills are firm-specific and that entrants acquire them only after

they go through the initiation period, it is clear that L
1

~ m.

Thus, the firm's profit maximization problem is

(l) Hallimi ze

subject to L
1

~ m;

Let = al·L
l

+ aE·LE be the firm's effective workforce (i.e. its workforce

in efficiency units of labor). Then the first-order conditions may be

expressed as follows:

(2a) a~ = al.f'(~) - W ~ 0,
~

a1l
• (m - L

l
) = 0;

aLl

(2b)

where

an
"""'iL • LE = 0

E
we ignore the non-negativity constraint on Ll and we assume that the

firm is able to hire all the entrants it demands at the wage ~.~/
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c. Th~ Worker.

Insider i ha. the following decision variable.:

The level of hi. harassing activity directed at entrants:

h~ (implicitly assuming that the insider harasses all entrant. in equal

measure). We assume that the insider does not harass other insiders.!1

and

The levels of hi. cooperative activitie. directed at other insiders and

i ia
1

and a
E

, respectively, defined analogously to a
1

entrants:

aEabove. (We assume implicitly that he cooperates with all the other

insid~rs in equal measure, and similarly for all the entrants).

The insider i's wage: wi •

The insider makes these decisions "individualistically," i.e. he

takes the optimal cooperation, harassment, wage-setting and employment

strategies of all other agents as given. Let us examine the role of each of

these decision variables in the context of the insider's decision-making

problem.

Since we are prima~ily concerned with the effect of insiders'

cooperation and harassment activities on their wages and employment, it is

natural to make the simplifying assumption that the insider i's cooperation

and harassment activities do not affect his own utility directly, but only

indirectly via the wage he is able'to achieve.l l In other words, the insider

is assumed to regard the activities and a~ as neither desirable nor

undesirable per se and therefore (as shown below) he uses them only to support

his wage claims.

We specify insider i'. utility function quite simply as

C . h' c m t'o nd li is his labor (in units ofi lS 1S onsu p 1 n a

time). Labor i. taken to be a discrete activity, with 1· 1 for an employed

worker and 1· 0 for an unemployed one. We assume that each worker consumes

hi. entire income in each period. For in.ider i, this means that Ci • Wi •
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The insider's reservation wage, R~, is defined es that waKe (~) which

makes him indifferent betw~en employment (yielding utility Wi_l) end

unemployment (yielding utility 0»:

Oa) for all i.

Let entrant j's utility be Dj. C
j - lj - HE' where HE stands for

his disutility from being harassed by the insiders.!/ Naturally, we assume

that

(3b) (aHE/ah~) > 0 for any insider i.

Thus the entrant's reservation wage is

Oc) Rj ::: R ::: 1 + HE
E E

for all j.

We assume that each insider's harassing activity is bounded fro~ above

and

(4a)

and below, so that each entrant's disutility from being harassed (HE) is

also bounded:

(3d) 0 ~ HE ~ H,

where H is a nonnegative constant (described 1n Footnote 17, below).

We now turn to the insider i's cooperation activities and specify how

they affect the productivi~ies of the other insiders and the entrants. We

wish to ensure, quite plausibly, that an insider is able to raise the marginal

products of workers by cooperating with them. For this purpose, we make the

following two assumptions:
aa

l
aa

E
--i' --i>O.

38
1

aa
E

(4b) 0 < nI' nE < 1,

where n
I

::: -Utt/f').aI·L
1

and nE::: -Utt/f')'aE·L
E

are the elasticities of the

marginal product of labor with respect to the insider and entrant

workforces. Thus, when an insider increases his cooperative activity with

other insiders and entrants, the marginal products of the insider and entrant

workforces rise:
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i
hI

a(aE·f')

i
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1
-rr- '(1 + ~) > o.

Assumption (4a) means that the job~ within the firm are .ufficiently

interdependent so that an individual insider's cooperation with other insiders

or entrants has a significant, positive effect on their labor endowments.

This assumption is unnecessary to our analysis whenever insiders, acting

through a union, can influence a I and a E directly. Indeed this suggests

that, in large plants with little job interdependence, insiders may have a

special incentive to form a union. An insider-outsider explanation for the

emergence of unions is to be found here.

We let each insider's cooperating activities (a~ and a~) be bounded

from above and below, so that the labor endowments of insiders and entrants

(8
1

and aE) are bounded as follows:

(4c)

where A is a constant greater than unity.~/

Finally, we turn to the insider's influence over his wage Wi • To

reach our qualitative conclusions, we only need to assume that (a) each

insider's wage captures at least some of the economic rent generated through

his cooperation and harassment activities and (b) the greater this rent, the

higher his wage. These properties hold in a variety of well-known bargaining

games (e.g. Shaked and Sutton (1984» and are in accord with common-sense

ideas on wage setting processes. However, to make our exposition as simple as

possible, we consider only the extreme case in which each insider .ets hi. own

wage unilaterally and individualistically <as noted in Section 1). This means

that each insider takes the wages and employment of all other insiders as

given.
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Consequently, if he wishes to retain his job, he must eet his,wage eo that the

firm hae an incentive to employ him in addition to all the other insiders it

ie employing. In other words, each insider regards himself as the marginal

worker in the firm's employment decisions.

The ineider faces two wage-setting options: (i) he may set his

wage at some level Vi which is sufficiently low to ensure his continued

employment, or (ii) he may achieve his reservation wage Ri by choosing not to
I

be employed. Clearly, the first option will be chosen only if the maximum

achievable wage Vi, denoted by Vi ,is at least as great as the reservationmax

wage; otherwise, the second option is preferable:

(5a) ",ex IRI' Vi ) •max

Vi may be inferred from the firm's employment behavior asmax

described by the first-order condition (2a) and (2b). If entrants are not

employed, then only (2a) is relevant for determining the maximum achievable

On the other hand, if entrants are employed (in

wage:

respect to

and thus Vi is the maximum of la
I

' f'(~»)max with

addition to insiders), then both (2a) and (2b) are relevant and the first

Vi may be expressed as follows:
max

parts of (2a) and (2b) hold as equalities:

f'{~) c f'{a ·m + a 'L ) = Vi/a
lEE I

and thus Vi is the maximum of l(aI/a
E

)
max

i i i
aI' a E, and hE·

In short,

RE/a E,

RE) with respect to

(Sb)

Substituting (Sb) into (Sa), and recalling that RI

obtain insider i'. wage:

l+H weE,
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w~ now show how the equilibrium levels of wages. employment. and

cooperation end harassment activities are determined through the interaction

of a firm and its employees. Our concept of equilibrium (for the two stage

decision maKing process described above) may be specified as follows:

Definition: In the Nash equilibrium of the firm and its employees,

each insider i maximizes his utility with respect to his decision

i i i iw , aI' a
E

, and hE' taking the strategies of the firm and the other

employees as given and

(b) the firm maximizes its profit with respect to its decision variables

L
1

and LE' taking the strategies of its employees as given.

Let us new turn to the characteristics of this equilibrium.

Und~uilibriurt, conditions, each insider coopuate~_wjth

other insiders, but does not cooperate with entrants.

Intuitively, the reason is that (a) by cooperating with the other

insiders, the insider raises the marginal product of the firm'. incumbent

workforce and is thereby able to achieve a higher wage and (b) by refusing to

cooperate with entrants, the insider reduces the marginal product of the

entrant workforce, and consequently reduces the number of entrants hired,

thereby raising the marginal product of the incumbent workforce and achieving

a higher wage.

This can be shown formally by deriving the cooperation activities

a; and a~ which permit the insider i to earn hi. aaximum achievable wage

Vi I Iy the vi equation (Sb), the insider'. optimal (equilibrium) levels
eax NX

of cooperation are

Ua)

(a
J
i ). ( i) (a£i). i• aax a J and • ~in(a£), .0 that

•• ~ and a f • 1.
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workers who enter the firm.

Intuitively, we lee that by doing so, the insider maximizes the

entrants' reservation wage and thereby discourages them from entering the

firm, so that a minimal number of entrants are hired. Thus, the marginal

product of the incumbent workforce is maximized, so that the insider achieves

the highest possible wage.

Vi equation (5b) implies that the insider's
max

equilibrium level-of harassment (which permits him to earn his maximum

achievable wage) is so that

(6b) H'" = H
E

(recalling that, by (3d), H is the upperbound of HE)'

C. Wage Determination

Substituting the optimal cooperation levels (6a) and the optimal

harassment level (6b) into the W
i

equation (5c), we obtain the following wage

equation:

This equation has a straightforward interpretation. If the insider's

reservation wage (RI = 1) falls short of his maximum wage achievable through

employment, (min {A.f;(A'L
I
), A·(I+H)}), then the insider sets his wage with

two independent considerations in mind: W
i

must be sufficiently low so that

the insider remains profitable (or at least does not become

unprofitable) to the firm, i. e.

(8a) W
i ~ A • f' (A'L

1
)

(for otherwise he would be djsmisled) and
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thr insider ft'mAins more profitAhlE' (or A! IrA!';! dol'S not becoml' less

~)r()IIIAt,)l') than the marginal entrant, i.e.

(8b) w1
~ A· Cl • H)

(for utherwise hl' would be replaced by the entrant). We call (8a) the

"absolute profitability constraint" (APC) and (8b) the "r~lative profitability

constraint" (RPC) on the insider wage.

Whether the insider wag~ is given by the reservation wage, the APC,

or tht, RPC del)(onds on the siz.e of the firm's incumbent woddorce, m. Recall

that th~ firm lacps di~~nish~nc returns to labor (i .e. I' < 0) and thus th.

larger thlo incurr,blon'o worldorce, thc lower the incum~JL'r~1 's marginal product.

There are thrcc ~os~ible scenarios:

that its marginal product is less than the insiders' reservation wage

In particular, m > m , where m is the "maximum sustainable incumbent

workforce" (i.e. the largest possible number of incumhents which the firm may

have an incentive to employ) and m is given by 10/

When the incumbent workforce is greater than its maximum sustainabie

level (m>;'), it is clear that the firm finds it worthwhile to reduce

employment. What remains to be examined is how large the new workforce will

be and whether some insiders will be replaced by entrants.

To this end, note that in this scenario the insider wage will be set

equal to the reservation wage:

*(lOa) W ~ RI ~ I, for m > m.
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The rea.on 11 that If Wvere let beneath thil level, then lome lnalderl vould

have an Incentive to quit; vhlle 11 Wvere above thh level, then lome

inslderl would be dllml,sed even though they prefer employment to unemployment

and these insiderl vould consequently have an incentive to opt for a lover

wage.

Civen that the insider wage is at itl minimum level W • 1, then (by

(2a) and (9» th~ firm employs the maximum sustainable incumbent workforce:

(lOb) for m > m

wage

Since the insiders' marginal product is equal to their reservation

(A.f'(A.L
1

) ~ I), the marginal product of an entrant (hired in addition

\I-
to the insiders) must be less than his reservation wage (f'(A.L

1
) < I+H).

Thus, the firm hires no entra;,ts:.!..!./ ~/

(lOe) for m > iD.

J). An "interm(-diat!" incumb~nt workforce: HerE' t!'lt- inc~mhE'r,t worlrforct' is

(a) ,mall enouF,h so that its mar~inal prt1duct ('l\Cp,'ds the insiders'

reservation wage, but (b) large enough so that tht, marginal product of

entrants (hired in addition to incumbents) falls sl':r.rt of the entrants'

reservation wa~('. In particular, m:S m:S iD, whl're ~ is the "minimum

sustainable incurr,bt-nt wor~.force" (ie. th(' smallest possible nUIT'.bt-r of

incumbents which the firm could employ without having an incentive to hire

1)/!!' is given by

Under these circums~ance5, the rirm hirt's n~_entrants:

02a) for ~ S m S ;.,

since (by (11» the margin.) product of an entrant is hss than the entrant'l

'A
reservation wage (r-(A-m> < 1 • H • RE>.

Consequently, in letting hil wage, each insider il constrained not by

the need to remain at least as profitable as the entrantl (Iinee entrants are

never profitable in thil Icenerio) •. but only by the need to keep hil absolute
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profitability from falling below &ero. In other words, the binding constraint

on the insider wage (given by the wage equation (7» i. the APC (Constraint

(8a», while the RPC (Constraint (8b» i. redundant.~1 This means that~

insider aeta his wage equal to the marginal product of the incumbent workforce:

(12b) w* • A'f'(A'm) for ~ s m s m •

( 12c)

At this wage, the firm retains all its incumbents: 1~

for m !; m !; m •

Ill. A "small" incumbe.!'l~workfo~: Here the incumbent workforce is

sufficiently small so that the marginal products of both the incumbents and

some entrants (hired in addition to the incumbents) exceed their respective

reservation wages. In particular, m ~ m.

Under this scenario, the insiders cannot completely exclude the

outsiders from getting jobs (regardless of their cooperation and harassment

activities). Thus, each insider must set his wage with a view to his

profitability vis-a-vis the entrants, i.e. the binding constraint on the

insider wage is the RPC (Constraint (8b».~/ By the wage equation (7), this

means that the insider wage is a mark-up (by the factor A) over the entrants'

equilibrium reservation wage (R* = 1 + H):
E

( 13a ) ""W = A . (1 + H), for' m < m .

At this wage, the lIla,rginal incumbent is just as profitable as

profitable as the first entrant (hired in addition to the incumbent

workforce): Since

the incumbent workforce is "small", the first entrant generates positive

profit; thus, the marginal incumbent does so, too. Consequently, the firm

retains all its incumbents:

(13b) for m < ~
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providl'd (a, shown below) that the firm lacks the inc('ntivr to replAce all its

incumbents by entrant ••

Moreover, entrants are hired until their marginal~~5~ouA~~

into equality with their reservation wage: AoL; • L~ C AOT (by (11» and thus

( 13c ) L* • A • (m - m).
E -

We now inquire under what conditions the firm has no incentive to

levels are

replace all its incumbents by entrants. If the firm were to pursue this

replacement strategy, it would encounter a loss and a gain: the less would

arise because the entrants (unlike the incumbents) could not cooperate with

one another, and the gain would emerge because the entrants (in the absence of

incumbents) would not be subject to harassm~nt. For the loss to exceed the

gain, the harassment level H must fall beneath an uprer bound, which is easily

derived.!2/

Eo The HicroeconQmic Equilibrium

Our results above are summarized in the following proposition:

Proposition 1:

For the Nash equilibrium, the insiders' cooperation and harassment activity

•a
I

I: A,

a; • 1 and h; I: H whenever L; > O.

Let the firm's incumbent workfor~e (m) be exogenously given. Then the

equilibrium wage and "employment levels. may be characterized as follows:

•(1) If m > m, then W • 1 ,

In other words, if the incumbent workforce (m) is "large", then the insiders

receive their reservation wage (W·.,) and. in response. the firm employs

the maximum sustainable incumbent workforce (m) and does not hire any entrants •.

(11) If m < m < m. then W· • A·f'(A.m).

• •LI • m, LE • o.
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In other wllrds, if th(' incuml){'nt wllrkfoHe h "intf'rmt'diatl''', then the insiders

art" paid the marginal product of the incumbent workforce (W· • A·f'(A·m» and

the firm retains 811 its incumbents and hires no entrants.

• •If m < !, then W • A'(1+H), ~ • 1+H,

• •L 1 • m, LE • A' (~ - m).

In other words, if the incumbent workforce is "small", then the insider wage is

a mark-up over the reservation wage (with the size of the mark-up depending on

the insider-entrant cooperation differential, A) and the firm retains all its

incumbents and hires some entrants. The entrants receive the reservation wage,

which is amplified by the insiders' harassment activity.

This Proposition

demand curves:

is illustrated in Figure 1. The figure contains two

an "insider demand curve", along which the insiders' marginal

product is equal to the insider wage, assuming that only insiders are

employed: A• f I (A' L
1

) = W, and

an "entrant demand curve", along which the entrants' marginal

product is equal to the entrant wage (~), assuming that only entrants are

employed: f I (LE)

intersection of the

entrants hired in addition to a given insider workforce, L
1
.)

Observe that the insider demand curve lies above the entrant demand

curve (by a factor of A), because the insiders cooperate with each other but

are not prepared to coopera~e with entrants. The point at which the

Ri = 1 line crosses the insider demand curve yields (by (9» the maximum

sustainable incumbent workforce (A'm, in efficiency units). Similarly, the

*RE E 1+H line and the entrant demand curve yields (by

(11» the ~inimum sustainable incumbent workforce (A'~' in efficiency

units).

The RPe is denoted by the uppermost horizontal line in the figures.

The APC coincides with the insider demand curve (since the APC, by 18a), is the

locus of wage-employment points at which the absolute profitability of

the marginal insider is zero).
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In the (iaure. Scenario 11 i. depicted by the thick .eament alonl the

in.ider demand curve. In other words. there is a continuum of equilibrium

point •••ach correspondina to a different incQmbent workforce:

(14a) (W*(II). l*(II») • (A'('(A.Li),(AoL; + L;)' • IA·f'(A·m). A·m).

Here the insider. prevent all entry into the firm through their cooperation

and harassment activities and aet their wage ao as to exploit all their

marginal rent (W·(II). A·f'(A·m» and retain their job••

Scenario I is pictured by the lowest point on the thick line

segment:

(l4b)

Here the incumbent workforce is sufficiently large so that the insider wagp is

reduced to the reservation wage, and, in response, the firm employs only the

maximuffi sU5tainable incumbent workforce.

Finally. Scenario III is illustrated by th~ highest point on the

thick line segment:

(14c) Iw*oIl). >,*oII)1 = IA·(l + H). (A'L;+L;)I = !A·(l+H), A·!!ll.

Here the incumbent workforce is sufficiently small for some entrants to be

profitable at their reservation wage. Thus, the insider wage is let so that

the marginal incumbent is just as profitable as the marginal entrant

1:
(W (Ill) = A·(l+H». In response, the firm retains all its incumbents and

hires entrants until their marginal product (given by the entrant demand curve

in the figure) is equal to their reservation ~ge (given by the line

*RE = 1 + H in the figure). Thus the firm's total workforce, in efficiency

units, is equal to what it would be if the minimum sustainable incumbent

1:
workforce were employed (>. (Ill) = A'!!l)'

Figure 1 shows quite simply what the insiders' cooperation and

harassment activities are meant to achieve. By cooperating with other

insiders, each insider raises the insider demand curve (in the figure) and is

thereby able to achieve a higher wage than would otherwise have been

possible. This is true for one of two reasons: (i) when entrants are not

profitable (in Scenerio 11) so that the insider wage is equal to the marginal

'*product of the incumbent workforce (W (11) = A·f'(A·m», then cooperation
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~mona in.id~r. rai.~. thil mlrainal product' and (ii) vhen entrantl ar~

profitable (in Scenario Ill) so that the insider wage is a markup over the

entrant vaie (W*(III)· A·(I+H», then cooperation amoni insiderl rai'es the

firm'. co.t of replacing an insider by an entrant and thereby increases the

~ark-up betveen the in.ider vage (W) and the entrant vage (lE).

When the insider vithdraws cooperation from pot~ntial entrants', he

lowers the potential entrant demand curve (in the figure) and, once again,

raises the cost of replacing insiders by entrants.

Finally, when the insider increases his har~ssment of potential

entrants, he raises the entrants' reservation wage, which is the basis on

which the insider wage is marked up.

Obs~rve that th~ insiders' threats to withdraw cooperation and

to harass entrants are credible. Given that the firm has already hired a

fixed amount, LE' of entrants, it remains in the insid~rs' interest to

fulfill their threats. For in withdrawing cooperation, each insider causes

a reduction in a
E

and thereby also reduces the firm's effective workforce

". ".
A~ al.L

l
+ aE.L

E
); as result, he is able to Taise his marginal product

i i i
and his wage (i.e. for given LE' (aWE / aa E ) = al.f".(aaE/oaE ) < 0 for any

insider i). Furthermore, each insider still has an incentive to fulfill his

harassment threat because, in doing so, he raises the entrants' reservation

wage and is thereby able to achieve a higher wage for himself.

3. The Aggregate Labour Market: Involuntary UnemplOyment

We now shift the focus of our attention from the microeconomic

equilibrium within a firm to unemployment in the !abOT market. Consider an

economy which contains a fixed number (n) of identical firms and a fixed
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number (I) of workers. The wage and employment decisions are made in a

decentrali~ed fashion within each firm, along the lines indicated in the

previous lection.

Aggregate labor market activity may be described in terms of three

building blocks:

(i) The aggregate labor demand curve, denoted by NO (the thick

downward-sloping curve) in Figures 2a-c: (These figures picture the labor

market under Scenarios I-Ill, respectively). When aggregate labor demand (NO,

inefficiency units) is less than or equal to the aggregate incumbent

workforce ( A·m·n, also in efficiency units) employment decisions are made

along the aggregate insider demand curve:

(lSa)

(by (2a), with a
1

= A) where g = (£1)-1. Yet when aggregate labor demand

exceeds the aggregate incumbent workforce, employment decisions are given by

the ag~regate entrant demand curve:

(ISb)

(by (2b), with a
E

= 1).

(ii) Th~ agg~egate tabor supply curve, denoted by NS (the dashed step

function) in Figures 2a-c:

(16a)

(16b)

* .,s <_W= RI ' for 0 ~ n A·m,

W• a; for A'~ <' N
S

! i,

where N8 is ~easured in terms of efficienty units of labor and i is the

total Iabor force in efficiency units (i. A·~ • (s - ~».

*(iii) The wage setting curve, denoted by W (the dotted hori~ontal lines)

in Figures 2a-c. When the aggregate incumbent workforce is "large" (Figure

]a), insiders rece~ve their reservation wage:

(17a) *W .. 1,

When this vorkforce is -intermediate" (Figure 2b), they receive their marginal
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Rgure 2b: Scenarfo "
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Agure 2c: Scenario III
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product:

07b)
• D -

W • A·f'(A·m), for A'~'n ~ N 5 A-m·n.

07d

When it is "small" (Figure 2c), they receive a mark-up over the entrant wage

(which is equal to the entrants' reservation wage):

W· • A· R; • A·(l+H), for 0 ~ N D< A·~·n.

Figures 2a-c are drawn so that the labor force i exceeds the demand

for labor at the equilibrium insider wage W*; thus, .ome worker. remain

unemployed. The question to which we now turn is whether this unemployment Is

invol_~ntary.

Clearly, it is not involuntary in Scenario I (Figure 2a). Here the

wage-setting curve (W*) passes through the intersection of the aggregate labor

demand curve (NO) and supply surve (Ns ). Employment (in efficiency units) is

A·~-n, leaving (s- A'~'n) workers unemployed - voluntarily so, since the

incumbents who lose their jobs « m - m ) in number) prefer to be unemployed

1r
than to work for their marginal product (W

1:

RI > A-f(A-m» and the

outsiders «s-m) in number) would be unwilling to work at the prevailing wage

* ." '*
even if they were not harassed (RE> RI = WI )·

In Scenarios 11 and Ill, the nature of unemployment is a more complex

matter. The reason is that insiders and outsiders in our labor market have

different employment opportunities. The difference is twofold:

a. They do not face "identical conditions of employment" (ICE), Le. job

attributes lying outside the worker's control. Insiders are able to work

under full cooperation and without harassment from the other insiders, whereas

outsiders do not have this option.
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b. Even under ICE, insiders and outsid~rs are not equally productive.

Even if insiders and outsiders would receive equal cooperation from their

collE'gues, the outsiders would still be less productive-since they (unlike the

insiders) are unable to engage in cooperative activities with others.

These differences suggest that, in order for unemployment to be

involuntary, it is not sufficient for workers to be unsuccessful in finding

jobs at less than the prevailing wage. Differences in ability should be

included in our conception of involuntary unemployment, but differences in

conditions of employment (lying beyond the workers' control) should be

excluded.

Let the prevailing "efficiency wage" be defined as the prevailing

wage normalized for differences in prOductivity. Then, we propose the

following definition of involuntary unemployment:

A worker is involuntarily unemployed over a particular period of timE if he

does not have a job during that period, even though he ~ould wish to work

at an efficiency wage which is less than the efficiency wage of a current

employee, provided that he had the opportunity to be employed under

identical conditions of employment (ICE) as that employee. This definition

is easily extended to a multi-period context. 1~1

Our definition of involuntary unempl'oyment is meant to capture the

idea that outsiders are out of work because they have a smaller choice set -

in terms of wages.\received per efficiency unit of labor -- than the

insiders. In our model, an insider's efficiency wage is (W/a
I

). Under

identical conditions of employment (ICE), an outsider's efficiency wage is

(R~CE/a~CE). If outsiders are involuntarily unemployed, then their choice set

is smaller than that of the insiders in the sense that

(18a)



ICE
D~fining x = (a

E
la I ) as the ratio of an entrant.' and insider'.

191
labor endowments under identical conditions of wor~our condition for

involuntary unemployment becomes

(18b) W > x - RICE K R*EX- I K x.

This means that, under identical conditions of employment, an

outsider would be cheaper (in terms of efficiency wages) than an insider. (An

outsider's labor costs, normalized for productivity differences is

x . R~CE, whereas an insider's labor cost is W.) The reason why the firms in

our analysis nevertheless do not replace insiders by outsiders is that these

workers do not in fact face identical conditions of employment. Under actual

conditions of employment (in which insiders receive cooperation and no

harassment, whereas potential entrants receive harassment and no cooperation),

an outsider is more expensive (in terms of efficiency wages) than an

entrant. There is no underbidding because insiders rob their firms of the

incentive to employ outsiders.

Our definition of involuntary unemployment sheds light on the nature

of unemployment in Scenarios 11 and Ill, pictured in Figures 2b and 2c

(respectively). Observe that, in both figures, the wage-setting curve

(pictured by the dotted horizontal line W·) crosses the ND curve to the left

of the intersection of the NO and NS curves. This implies that the outsiders

(s - A'm'n) are willing to work for less than the prevailing insider wage

(w·), but are unable to do so. In order for this unemployment to be

involuntary, we require that condition (18b) be satisfied, so that the insider

wage lies above the "involuntary unemployment constraint", W·

2b and 2c. 201

x, in Figures

The wage W I: x corresponds to a particular sir.e (m) of the firm's

incumbent workforce:

(19) x = A-£' (A-m ).
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Thus, we see that the outsiders (s-A.m.n) are involuntArily uncml'loypd only if

the aggregate incumbent workforce is less than n·m. It is easy to show that

(20) m < m< ; • !!/

This means that when the aggregate incumbent workforce is "small"

(Scenario I), all the unemployment is involuntary. However, when the

aggregate incumbent workforce "intermediate" (Scenario 11) the unemployment is

involuntary when m < m and voluntary when m ~ m. (As Figure 2b is drawn, it

is involuntary).

The workers who enter the firm in Scenario III face a similar form of

discrimination as the outsiders, in that they have a smaller choice set (in·

wage/efficiency-Iabor space) than the insiders. In particular, if the

entrants and insiders faced identical conditions of employment, then each

entrant's compensation per efficiency unit of labor would be less than that of

each insider (R~CE/a~CE) < (W/a). Hence, in Figure 2c the distance

(A'n'(;-m» may be called "job discrimination."

Our conclusions concerning the existence of involuntary unemployment

are summarized 1n the following proposition:

Proposition 2: Consider a labor market described by the aggregate labor demand

curve (15a) and (lSb), the aggregate labor supply curve (16b) and (16c), and

the wage setting curve (17a) and (17b). Let aggregate incumbent workforce, m'n,

be historically given (where n is the number of firms and m is the size of each

firm's incumbent workforce). If this workforce happens to fall short of a

particular cricital level, m'n, then there is involuntary unemployment.

Although our model deals with the simultaneous performance of

coopertion and harassment activities, our explanation of involuntary unemploy

ment may rest on each of these activities alone. If insiders engage in

cooperation but no harassment activities, then the equilibrium wi~hin the firm

is given by Proposition 1 with H=O and involuntary unemployment arises under
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thr condltion. in Propo.ition 20 When hara.sment but no cooperatlon activItie.

are performed, we must not only let A-I in Proposition 1, but we must also

assume that the firm faces some costs of replacing insiders by outliders. The

reason is that, in the absence of such costl, the firm would always find it

worthwhile to fire all its harassing insiders and hire entrants who (by

assumption) are incapable of harasling. 22 /

4. Some Potential Objections

We now turn to some potential objections to our explanation of wages,

employment, and unemployment.

A. Labor Turnover

If incumbent workers are able to restrict labor turnover of their

firms, why do firms often have large labor turnover rates in practice? Is our

analysis inapplicable whenever a firm's workforce has large simultaneous

inflows and outflows?

When our model is extended to include quits and retirements of

employees, it is able to account for simultaneous inflows and outflows. In

particular, suppose that rom randomly chosen 23/ incumbents in each firm quit

or retire at the end of each time period (where 0 < r < I). If the incumbent

workforce initially exceeds its minimum su~tainable level (m > ~), then the

separations cause this workforce to shrink. As it does so, the insider wage

(W) and the marginal pro~uct of the insiders and potential entrants rise.

However, once the i~cumbent workforce falls beneath ~,the marginal product

of potential entrants is so high that the insiders are no longer able to

prevent all outsiders from being hired. Consequently, workforce inflows and

outflows occur simultaneously. In the stationary equilibrium, they aTe of

equal magnitude. It can be shown 24/ that these flows are

roL* E L* = (r·Aon·m)/(r + A), and the associated level of unemployment is
I E -

* *U a • - L
I

- LE • • - (1 + r)'(Aono~)/(r + A).
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Al1l'thl'r Tt'asvn wlly inliidl'rs' discriminatory anivith'li do not

preclude labor turnover in the real world is the following. Suppose that a

firm employs "teams" of heterogen£>ous workers who are complementary to one

another in the production process. In this context, insiders have no

incentive to prevent the replacement ~f workers who have quit or retired.

On the contrary, since all members of a team are complementary, ·it is in the

insiders' interest to cooperate with and avoid harassing new entrants who

fill vacancies on the team. In this light, it becomes clear that our analysis,

in the case of heterogeneous labor, applies not to labor turnover within teams,

but rather to turnover of teams (viz., the replacement of a team of insiders

by a team of entrants).

B. Creation of Firms

D0es our explanation of involuntary unemployment hinge on an

assumption that the number of firms in the economy is fixed? Would free entry

of firms lead to the elimination of this unemployment?

Our analysis suggests that when insider market pOwer is widespread,

entry of new firms (which have no insiders) may be a potentially important

route to reducing unemployment. However, it is worth noting that. in practice.

the creation of firms is often a lengthy process. Thus, even if free entry

would eventually permit full employment to be achieved. the involuntary

unemployment may nevertheless last a long time.

Moreover, the existence of involuntary unemployment does not

necessarily generate an incentive to create new firms. The mere fact that

insiders keep outsiders from being hired by the existing firms does not mean

that new firms would find it profitable to hire these outsiders. Observe that

new firms, in our analysis, are at a disadvantage vis-a-vis the existing

firms, since new firms can employ only entrants (who are unable to cooperate

with one another) whereas existing firms allo employ insiders (who do

cooperate with one another). There are of course many other reasons why new
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firm. &Ay be unprofitable even when eai.tinl firm. are not, e.I., .et-up

co.t., capital market imperfection., .carcity of entrepreneurial .kill.,

reduction of product prices due to entry of firms. Hence, the involuntary

unemployment of Section 4 may p~rsilt even after all profitable opportunities

for entry of firms have been exhausted.

c. Output-Related ~age Contracts

'Does our explanation' of involuntary unemployment hinge on our

assumption that time-rate wages are the only form of labor remuneration?

Could output related wage conlracts be used to bribe the insiders not to

discriminate against entrants, thereby making the employed and unemployed

workers as well as the firms belter off and eliminating the unemployment?

Although Pareto-superior alternatives to time-rale wages may exist

under some circumstances, they may not be available in others. In fact, they

are never available for unemployment generated through differential harassment

activities. The reason is that the firm is unable to infer the performance of

these activities from the variables it can observe - viz., its total output,

its employment of insiders and entrants, and its wages 251 - and thus it has

no opportunity to reward insiders for foregoing harassment of entrants.

The matter is not quite so simple for cooperation activities.

Although the firm cannot observe these activities directly, it is able to

observe its total output. Thus, it may be able to reward its insiders for

cooperating with entrants by sharing the proceeds of its output with these

insiders. This could take the form of profit- or revenue-sharing.

Yet, there are a variety of obstacles to designing and implementing

auch output-related wage contracts. Consider the following three significant

ones (Which are analyzed formally in Lindbeck and Snower (1985a»:

(i) The Monitoring-Cost Difficulty: Since profit and revenue

sharing schemes are generally costly for workers to monitor,261 managers may

have an incentive to use their luperior position in composing profit or

revenue figures to their own advantage. In response, the employees may have
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an incentive to implement monitoring procedures (and possibly allo engage in

litigation). The gainl from profit- or revenue-Iharing may not fully

compensate the firm and itl employees for these monitoring costs.

(ii) The Risk-Aversion Difficulty: Profit- and revenue-sharing

schemes inevitably involve the imposition of risk on employees. If these

employees are risk-averse, then they thereby suffer a utility loss. The firm

may be unable to compensate them for this loss without robbing itself of the

incentive to implement such schemes.

(iii) The Market-Power Difficulty: When an insider decides to co

operate with entrants, he loses something and gains something: (a) he loses

market power vis-a-vis the entrants and thus his time-rate wage sinks towards

the reservation wage; and (b) he gains some of the profit or revenue which

accrues as a result of his cooperation with the entra~ts. In order for the

output-related wage contract to induce insider-outsider cooperation, the sec

ond effect must outweigh the first. However, that will happen only if the

firm relinquishes at least a certain amount of its gross profit. Yet if the

firm does so, it may find that its net profit is lower than in the non

cooperative equilibrium, and then it has no incentive to implement the

contract.

These difficulties, and, perhaps others, help explain why output

related wage contracts do not play a particularly prominent role in nowadays'

labor markets. However, there i. no reason to believe that the difficulties

are necessarily insuperable; indeed, the model of differential cooperation

activities surely suggests that there is a real-world case to be made for

seeking alternatives to time-rate contracts. Be that as it may, time rate

wages are in fact the predominant form of labor remuneration and our analysis

indicates how involuntary unemployment may arise when they are used.



D. Economic Rpcovery

Civen that insiders can prevent outsiders from getting jobs, does our

analysis imply that they can prevent employment from recovering after a

recession? In particular, suppose that there has been an upswing in business

conditions, shifting the insider and entrant demand curves in Figure 1 to the

right. Does our analysis lead to the counterfactual implication that insiders

invariably take advantage of such an upswing by raising their wages so that

employment remains unchanged?

To see why this potential objection does not hold, let us consider

how our macroeconomy responds to an upswing in each of the three scenarios.

(L1ndbeck and Snower (1985a) contaIns a formal analysis of the repercussions

of business variations). To begin with, note that the minimum and maximum

sustainable incumbent workforce ( ~ and mrespectively) rise in an upswing, so

that the dividing lines between the three scenarios in Figure 1 shift to the

right. If the incumbent workforce is "large" (before and after the upswing),

.,. *
then the insider wage remains at W (I) = RI = 1 and more insiders are

retained on account of the upswing. If the incumbent workforce is

"intermediate" (before and after the upswing), the insiders raise their wage

(W*(Il» by the full amount of the upward shift of the insider demand curve

(without thereby encouraging entry of new employees) and, as a result,

employment remains unchanged. Fin~lly, if the incumbent workforce is "small"

(before and after the upswing), the insiders are unable to raise their wage,

for otherwise they would induce the firm to replace them by entrants.

Consequently, the insider wage remains at W*(Ill) = A.(l+H) and the firm hires

more entrants on account of the upswing.

In short, under Scenarios I and Ill, insiders do ~ prevent

employment from rising in an upswing, but they do have this effect under

Scenario 11. In this connection, it is important to mention that if insider
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wAgPB arp assumrd to bp the outcomp a bargaining process which Iplitt the

marginal rent between the insiders and their employerl, then an upswing will

lead to a rise in employment even under Scenario 11.

The degree to which an upswing leadl to higher wages vertut higher

employment .ay depend on the ,lze of thl1 upswlng. Conslder, for example, a

labor market suffering from unemployment and stuck in Scenario 11. If the

upswing is "small", so that the labor market remains in this scenario, then

employment will continue to stagnate while insider wages rise. Yet if the

upswing is "large", so that the labor market moves into Scenario Ill, then

insider wages rise to a particular markup over entrants' reservation wages and

employment expands (the larger the upswing, the greater the expansion). Here

we observe that a large business stimulus reduces the level of unemployment

whereas a small stimulus is unable to do 80.

As another example of how the magnitude of the upswing matters to

the wage-employment response, consider a labor market in Scenario I. Here a

"small" upswing (which maintains the existence of Scenario I) keeps wages

stable and induces firms to fire fewer incumbents than they would have done in

the absence of the upswing. Yet if the upswing is large enough to put the

labor market into Scenario 11, then all incumbents are retained and. wages

rise.

5. Concluding Remarks

This article outlines how insiders' cooperation and harassment

activities may give rise to unemployment. The central idea is that firms find

it costly to substitute outsiders for insiders, and that insiders manage to

capture at least some of the associated economic rent in the process of wage

determination. Consequently, insiders raise their wages above the level at

which outsiders would be willing to work, but firms nevertheless lack the

incentive to replace insidert by outsiders or to add outsiders to their

workforces.
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In grnrfal. th(' insid('r-outliider turnover cost can comr in many

guises (e.g. hiring. training and firing cosls (Lindbeck and Snower (1984a».

morale effects of 1abor turnover (lindbeck and Snower (1984b» and this paper

explores another one: the insiders' ability to cooperate with and harass some

workers but not others. This ability enables them to create rent and thereby

drive up their wages.

In this context involuntary unemployment can arise in the sense that

outsiders are unable to find work even though they would be just as profitable

to the firm as the insiders. provided that they faced identical conditions of

employment. It is the insiders' cooperation and harassment activities which

ensure that these conditions are not the same for insiders and outsiders.

Our analysis has a variety of empirical implications. On the whole. these

do not square with those of the natural rate hypothesis. since employment within

our framework is not uniquely determined by preferences. endowments. and

production technologies. Rather. our analysis suggests that the size of the

incumbent cworkforce may be an important determinant of employment. since insiders

may have market power over wages whereas outsiders do not. As we have seen (in

Section 2E). past employment (by virtue of its influence on the current incumbent

workforce) may affect current employment. In particular. over an "intermediate"

range of incumbent employment levels (~~ m ~ m). there is inertia in

employment; but this inertia disappears at "low" incumbent employment levels

(m < .!) and at "high" ones (m > m).

Our model also includes the size of the incumbent workforce as an

argument in the insider wage equation. In particular. over an "intermediate"

range of incumbent employment levels. the insider wage is determined in the

traditional way. viz. from the relevant marginal productivity condition

associated with an estimated Iabor demand curve (for insiders); yet at "high"
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and "low" incumbl'nt employment level., the inaider wage is given by the

reservation wage (proxied, for example, by unemployment pay, .ocial .ecurity

bl'nefit., etc.) and a mark-up over the reservation wage, respectively.

The reservation wage it.elf depends on the ai&e of the incumbent vorkforce in

our model (aince insiders have an incentive to harass other workers only when

the incumbent workforce is sufficiently amall).

Of course, when conducting empirical studies. it is important to

take heed of the production technologies under consideration. To the extent

that these differ from the ones a86umed in our model, our predictions

(regarding the effect of the incumbent workforce on employment and ~age

formation) must be altered accordingly.

Furthermore. our analysis suggests that business upswings will tend to

generate fewer jobs in countries with laree insider power (due, for exa~ple.

to'unions' ability to exploit cooperation and harassment opportunities) than

in countries Where insiders are weak. Moreover (as shown in Section 4D),

whether a business upswing leads primarily to higher wages or higher

employment may depend on the magnitude of this upswing relative to the size

of the incumbent workforce.

Our model also has implications for cyclical variations in labor

market activity. As shown in Lindbeck and Snower (1985a), the movement of

wages and employment in an upswing and a downswing may'not be symmetric.

In particular, a do~swing may be characterized by stable insider wages and

a contraction of the incumbent workforce through retirements and layoffs. while

an upswing (as in Section 4D) may take the form of rising insider wages and

only modest (if any) increases in employment.

In these and other respects, our insider-outsider approach yields an

interrelated set of predictions about labor market activity.
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FOOTNOTES

*lnstitute for International Economic Studies, Univer8ity of Stockholm,
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7/15 Gresle Street, London W1P 1PA, England, respectively.

We are deeply indebted to Alan Hnnning, Tor8ten Persson, John Taylor, Lars
Svensson, and two anonymous referees for their valuable comments and .ugge8tions.

1/ In other word., there are no "Iona-term" wage contract. (extendina over the

lifetimes of the employee8). If luch contractl vere possible and If em~loyees

lacked market power on entering the firms, then involuntary unemployment

could not 'exist.

!./ The assumption of unilateral wage setting by insiders Is made only for

expositional simplicity, 8S noted in Section 2B.

~I Our conclusions would not be substantively affected if we would make the

more general assumption that the firm (through supervision of its employees)

monitor. the cooperation and 'harassment activities imperfectly.

':.../ With regard to our analytical conclusions, this turns out not t'o be a

restrictive assumption. Naturally, If the firm has a multi-period time

horizon, it faces an inherently intertemporal problem, since the entrants

hired in 'one period become insiders in the next. Lindbeck and Snower (1985a)

extends our model to 8 two-period, overlapping-generations setting.

~/ Since L
I

~ m, the marginal incumbent may generate positive profit, as

.hown by the inequality in (2a). Since LE ~ 0, the marginal potential

entrant may generate negative profit, ~s shown by~he inequality in (2b).

Finally, we assume that A.f'(O) > 1 (Where A is the upper bound on aI' as given

in (4c», so that it is always profitable to the firm to employ some insiders:

L* > O.
I

~I Thi. assumption could be derived from more basic postulates. For example,

we could assume that each insider finds it disagreeable to harass the other

insiders and then .how that, in the Nash equilibrium (described below), no

insider i. able to achieve a higher wage by harassing oth~r insiders. Thus,

each insider chooses not to harass the other insiders.



1/ Allowin& the in.ider'. cooperation end harallm~nt activitie. to affect hi.

utility directly has self-evident implication. for our re.ult.. In practice,

of course, thi. direct utility effect miaht be po.itive or nelative. Whereas

it i. u.ually .afe to as.ume that harasament activitie. are di.aareable to the

hara'lorl, the .ame cannot be.aid of cooperation activitie.. For example,

there are direct utility aains from cooperation when an insider prefers to

work in cooperation with entrants or other insiders than to work in

isolation. On the other hand, direct utility losses from cooperation are

conceivable as well, since an insider who cooperates may expend more "effort"

than one who does not.

~/ Recall that the entrants, ufllike the insidprs, are unable to perform

harassment activities. Furthermore, note that HE is the same for every

entrant (since we have assumed that each insider harasses all entrants in

equal measure).

~/ The assumption that A is a constant is merely an expositional

simplification. Our analysis could be easily be extended to cover the

possibility that A is an increasing function of LI (i.e. the more insiders

there are, the greater the potential for cooperative activity). In that case,

we would require that the marginal product of insiders (in the Hash equili-

brium described below) diminishe,s IS more insiders are hired.

i(a·f'>liL
I

E A-f" + A'·f' < O.

(This implies that the demand curve for insider labor is downward sloping).

10/ Proof: If the firm is not constrained by L
I

~ m in its maximization

problem (1), then (by the first-order condition (2a» its demand for

Substitutina these values into the

'*insiders (L
I

) ri ses wi th and falls with W. By (3a) and (4c),
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In.ld~r d~m.nd function (2a},'al ~qulllty. yl.1da (9).

!!/ The firm has no incentive to replace lome (but not all) of it. in.i4er.

by entrants, since the profit contribution from r~placin& one in.ider by one

entrant i •

• • (a_/aLE) - (a~/aLI) • (W - RE) - (A-1)·f'(~) < 0,

by (2a) and (2b), and

(dt/dL
E

)! • (A-n
2
.f" < o.

_ dL
E

"' -dL1

Clearly, this applies to all three scenarios.

121 The firnl has no incentive to replace all of its insides by entrant. for

the following reason. In the equilibrium for Scenario I, the fir~s'. profit

is ""'0) c f[Ag(1/A») - g(1/A). ",ht'If> g '" (f,)-1.

If the firm replaced all its inliders by entrant., itl profit wou14 ~

~ = f[g(l)1 - gel)

(since entrants do not harass one another and thus RE • 1).
1:

~ (I) (which is described by the area under the insider deMAnd cwrve an4

above the w* "' line in Figure 2a belo'" is greater than n (which is

described by the area under the entrant demand curve and above the W* "' 1

line (in the same figure).

13/ *Proof: If m = ~, then LE 0, provided that a E • 1 and lE • l+H.

(The reason is that, by (2b), (iI~/ilLE) • f"(A . !) - (l + H) "' 0.) If
.,.

feasible (Them < ~, then LE > 0, for any aE and RE· realon i. that

for any feasible

Formally, this may be shown as follow••

(iI~/ilLE) = aE·f"(A'~) - RE > 0

14/ Since m ~ ~ then (by 11)
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f~(A'm) s 1 • H. Since m S Ill, then (by (9» A'f~(A'm) ~ 1. Therefore,

1 S A'f~(A'm) S A'(l • H). By the wage equation (7), we obtain (12b).

~I The firm ha. no incentive to replace .11 of it. in.ider. by entrant., for

the fo1lowina rea.on. In the equilibrium for Scenario Jl, the firm'. profit

i ••*(JJ) • f(A'IIl) - A·f'(A·IIl)·III. In the equilibrium for Scenario 111, the

firlll" profit I ••*(IIJ) • f(a(l.H»)- A·(l.H)·. - (l.H).A·{(l/A)·a(l+H) - Ill}.

Observe that in Figures 2a and b below, .*(11) and .*(111) (respectively) are

described the areas under the insider demand curve, above the w* • 1 line, and to

thl' left of the incumbent workforce m (where! S m ~ ; for .*(11) and m < m for

T"',lll). Clearly 'II*(IJ) > 'II*(IIJ). Th{' upper bound on H, given in Footnote 17,

iml'lies that .*OII) > TI (where TI is defined in FOvtnote 12). Consequently, I

TI*(II) > '11.

161 Formally, it follows from III < ~ that f~(A'm) > I+H. Thus,

A'f~(A'IIl) > A·(l+H) > 1.

!2/ Thus, we assume that

By the wage equation (7), we obtain (13a).

a ~ H ~ HC
, where HC is the harassment level at

which the profit from retaining all the incumbents and additionally hiring the

profit-maximizing number of entrants 1.*(111), defined in footnote 15) is

equal to the profit from firing all the incumbents and hiring the profit

maximizing number of entrants instead I;, defined in footnote 12]. In

particular, HC i. a constant implicitly .iven by

f[g(l+Hc )]-A' (l+Hc )·m-(l+H
c
).A· {I1 0 +Hc )/A)-81} • fll(o)-,(11

~/ For our analysis, the relevan~ period is ~he single period over which the

firm and the workers optimize their objectives. In a multi-period context, our

definition may be restated in terms of present values: a worker is involuntarily

unemployed if he unsuccessfully seeks work (under ICE) for a discounted stream

of efficiency wages which is less than the corresponding discounted stream of

a current employee, over the same set of time periods. In other words, an

outsider is involuntarily unemployed if he has less favorable opportunities than

a current employee to earn a present value of wage income for a given stream of

productive services. Under our simplifying assumption that outsiders turn into

insiders after a single period of work (the initiation period), our intertemporal

definition of involuntary unemployment reduces to the condition that the outsider



ha. 1••• ravorablp opportuniti•• than a current employe. during the initiation

period. Observe that our definition involves a compari.on of the wage-labor

service opportunities of an out.ider and a current employee OVer a unique 'et of

time periods. It is not concerned with a comparison of those opportunities over

an outsider's future working lifetime with those over an insider'. past, present

and future working lifetime. We believe that the notions of unemployment

commonly adopted by the news media, politicians, and compilers of unemployment

statistics are more readily captured by the former comparison than the latter.

191 The ratio of the insiders' and entrant. ~r&inal product. under identical

Clearly, 1 < x < A, because the insider i. able to engag~ in cooperative

conditions of employment i. I(a l • f'(~»/(a~CE • f'(~») • al/aiCE

20/

activity whereas the entrant i. n0t. (If insiders and .ntrants had equal

cooperative abilities, then x=l; when insiders cooperate fully with each

other but not at all with potential entrants, then (aE/a l ) cA.)

211 Proof: m< m, since x > 1 (by footnote 20) and given the definition of

m. (in .(19) and m ,(in (9». Furthermore, m>~, since x < A (by

footnoie~O) and liven the definitions of ~ and! (in (11».

2~/ Formally, by the definition of HC given in Footnote 17, if A~1, then He.O

and thus, H~O. This implies that the insiders would be unable to erect entry

barriers against the outsiders and thus there could be no involuntary

unemployment.

23/ The assumption of random choice is made only for expository simplicity,

luaranteeing that all workers have the .ame reservation wage. Had we assumed

that workers retire after reaching a particular age, then (a) the reservation wage

would rise with age; (b) the firm would hire the youngest entrants available;

and (c) it is the reservation wage of these entran~s that is relevant to

insider wage determination.

24/ Suppose that the incumbent workforce i. m « ! ) when it first falla

* ..
ahort of m. In that period of time, the firm hires LE· A'(m - m). Then,

in the next period, the incumbent workforce becomes (l-r)'m + A'(! m).

In lenera1, m • (l-r)'m + A'(m -. ).t t-1 - t-1 AlSumina that r + A < 1, the

incumbent vorkforce ri.e. monotonically to ita atationary level (A·n·~)/(r+A).



For instance, managers oflen have considerable latitude in their choice

, Yb

2~/ We as.ume that firms do not know what the out.id~rl' r~lervation walel

would be in the absence of harassment (e.l. they do not know whether th~le

reservation wages are the lame a. those of the insider.). Thu. they cannot

infer the presence of harassment by observing the entrant wages (in the event

that Scenario III obtains).

26/

of profit and revenue accounting practices (e.g. how to price intermediate

goods and inventories, how to evaluate the firm's debt in real terms, how to

treat depreciation and obsolescence).
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